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the congregation could cause the 'opponents' to get an active influence over the Philippians. Peterlin 

admits that there are perfectionistic tendencies among some Philippian Christians, but this is not a de
tail_ed theological position against which Paul would have reacted (99, 219). 

Peterlin comes to the conclusion that divisional tension is behind the words of the Philippian letter. 
Paul's anxiety about the unity becomes obvious in the opening remark when he addresses 'all'. He pin

points the problem in 4:2 when he admonishes Euodia and Syntyche, the two female deacons, to be like
minded. They were among the earliest converts and leaders of house-congregations in Philippi. 'As 

leaders and patrons they would easily muster the support of their subordinates and sway them in their 
direction resulting in the estrangement of whole house-congregations' (127). 

Paul doesn't choose sides between the groups, he just wants to win over those who are against him 

(227). The discordance is about Paul himself (75), to such an extend that some withhold financial sup

port from him (203). The struggle that ensues causes the congregation to split leadership around Euodia 
and Syntyche. One group still supports Paul, while the other feels that he, because of his imprisonment, 

no longer deserves their co-operation (221). An un~fying struggle for power develops. 
Paul, having been informed by Epaphroditus, writes his letter to the Philippians against this back

ground. Kooping t4e discord in mind right through, his aim is to quide the Philippians toward recon
ciliation. 

This book, in attempting to provide answers to historic questions, offers good reading to the his
toric-critical reader of the New Testament. -However, I sincerely doubt whether the view that the Philip

pian letter consists of one letter only, will really convince. The understating of any profound theological 
motive in Paul's writing will also remain a problem. Interesting though, is the light that is shed on Epa

phroditus, and the nature of his involvement in arguments. Overall impression: A book to be read. 
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This commentary, as well the one on the Gospel of John by MWG Stibbe in the same series, is really 

ground-breaking in its consistent implementation of reader responSe criticism in a commentary. In the 

introduction Davies gives a very clear exposition of what such an approach entails. She underlines the 

fact that every reader's unique background and reading experience plays a role in the reading of a text. 

As readers furthermore belong to interpretive communities, the author lays her own cards on the table as 

a British female academic, member of the Anglican church, member of the Labour Party, et cetera. 

Utilizing insights of WIser she draws attention to the fact that texts themselves are indeterminate 

although the text prestructures the response of the implied reader. She also discusses the rhetorical 

strategies used by Matthew to determine its readers' response. On page 29 the author gives an outline of 

the implied reader of the Gospel of Matthew as created in this manner. Through the selection and 

actualisation by real readers the text is then made determinate. Nevertheless, the commentator tries to 
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make sense of the Gospel of Matthew on its own terms as an expression of the theological and ethical 

practices of its community. She also admits to being challenged and surprised herself as a reader by the 

text. 

The author treats the Gospel of Matthew as in some sense a historical narrative, yet different from 

modem historical narratives. The commentary then follows the narrative unit by unit, and not verse by 

verse. The main emphasis on reading the text of the narrative results in there being no detailed discus

sion of synoptic parallels, although mention is often made of the fact that a spesific section is without 

parallel in Mark or Luke, while often only a fleeting remark is made about the differences. In a very 

condensed manner she therefore succeeds in drawing attention to the synoptic differences, without going 

into the detail of the other GosPelS. It is very clear that for Davies the main emphasis is on reading Mat

thew. 

It is interesting that a tension between the implied reader and modem readers becomes apparent at 

times. In discussing the fulfilment citations, the author of the commentary points out that modem 

readers have difficulties in following the force of the rhetoric in the same way as the implied reader was 

supposed to. Often she would draw attention to the similarities but also the differences in the reactions 

of first-century and modem readers. 

In the case of the miracles, she underlines the differences in the reactions between the original and 

the modem readers. She goes further, however, to point to the opportunities for modem readers which 

would be beyond the wildest dreams of first-century Christians. At the same time she is also unmasking 

contemporary cynicism towards the poor, callousness towards the ill and the ruthless practices of some 

Western pharmaceutical companies. In the case of Matthew 23 she regards the speech in the story as 

being addressed to the scribes and Pharisees, whereas in the narrative it is addressed to the Christian 

readers. There is also of course the possibility that even in the story, Jesus' speech in Matthew 23 makes 

use of the rhetorical device, the apostrophe, as a highly effective manner of addressing the implied 

audience in an indirect manner. 

Davies acknowledges the importance of the Jewish Scripture as a background to the interpretation of 

the Gospel of Matthew, and she is also sensitive to the fact that the mission discourse in chapter 10 deals 

not only with a mission to Israel alone, but also implies a mission to the Gentiles. Yet the important 

issue of the relation between Israel and the Gentiles in the Gospel of Matthew is never treated adequately, 

as is evident from her silence on the implications of the interpretation of • all the nations' in 28: 19. 

The commentary is highly recommended as a welcome and helpful guide to reading Matthew as 

claimed by the series. The author should also be congratulated on her self-restraint in keeping the read

ing of a long book like Matthew within reasonable limits. It is enhanced by an index of Scriptural refe

rences as well as lists of quotations in Matthew from Scripture in varying degrees of conformity to the 

Septuagint. The reader using this volume as a guide to reading the Gospel of Matthew, will without 

doubt be richly rewarded. 
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